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Abstract 
Mapping: The Relationships Between Concert and Commercial Dance investigates 
the dichotomy of concert and commercial dance performance in the 21st century. 
Commonly set as polar opposites along a vertical hierarchy of value, I instead 
propose a horizontal spectrum based solely on context. I argue that context, the who, 
what, where, when, why, and sometimes how of dance making is what not only 
frames a particular work, but determines how the audience will then make meaning 
from what they see on stage. While both ends of the continuum have the potential to 
perpetuate stereotypes and accepted norms, I investigate the choreographic process 
itself to determine how those expectations either fulfill or challenge the work in 
fruition. I begin by defining concert and commercial dance as distinct forms of 
performance, intentionally setting them as absolutes as a way of illustrating the 
accepted hierarchy from high to low. I then deconstruct the notion of context by 
elaborating on each fundamental element as an equal contributor to the overall 
performance. Using examples from The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, Twyla 
Tharp, Mia Michaels, and Rennie Harris as support, I demonstrate how acclaimed 
artists today have already began exploring this continuum on both stages of concert 
and commercial dance alike. I conclude with a description of two projects that I have 
worked on as a way of exploring dance performance through the lens of context. I 
first discuss Mapping, the physical embodiment of the preceding research, followed 
by a description of Brockport Breaks the Chain, a community-based dance project. 
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Introduction 
Art versus spectacle, high versus low, live performance versus filmed, even 
concert versus commercial dance; set extremes often contaminate the world of dance 
performance by imposing unfair assessments onto imperfect binaries. Rather than 
perpetuating artistic dichotomies that essentially limit the scope for observing dance, I 
challenge these labels and instead propose a continuum that acknowledges the 
overlapping commonalities. I argue that dance performance can in fact embody 
chosen qualities ofboth concert and commercial dance simultaneously, and that 
essential traits of one do not have to be sacrificed to accommodate the other. While I 
acknowledge society's proclivity to assign categorical labels, as every activity has a 
name and set guidelines that qualify it as one entity and not another, I instead employ 
a horizontal continuum based solely on context. 
My first experience dancing was at a local studio where I learned a version of 
performance that was purely presentational and intended for a passive audience. As 
new routines were created each season, tried and true moves were often repeated from 
year to year as a way of ensuring that a the large team of about twenty bodies would 
perform in perfect unison, all while facing front. I did not actually discover the many 
layers of performance until I began to practice in higher education. 
Suddenly I was a student of dance theory, propelled into this world of 
abstract, gestural movement that was making people ponder the human experience; 
ironically, this particular version of performance was also called dance. I could not 
understand why there was such a discrepancy between what I grew up performing at 
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the studio and what I was practicing as a 20-something year old student. At this 
particular point in my studies however, I believed that two independent worlds of 
dance existed with little to no overlap in between. It felt like everything I thought I 
knew about dance was wrong, and everything I was learning about dance was too 
simplified and yet confusing. 
It was only by reflecting on my own journey that I began to realize the 
necessity for a new scope when classifying dance performance. My methods for 
labeling and further defining movement as dance was skewed, and what once 
appeared to be two separate worlds of dance quickly shifted into a hierarchy from 
high to low. I then considered that there had to be some commonalities for dancers, 
dance-makers, and writers like myself who value thought provoking work that also 
happens to be widely accessible. I questioned how I could make work that pulled 
from both ends simultaneously, intentionally commenting on the idioms and 
idiosyncrasies of each world while challenging this imperfect dichotomy. It became a 
personal goal to claim legitimacy in my voice as an artist of 'virtuosic humanness'. I 
too, wanted to explore the human experience, but just as much as I wanted to make 
visual spectacles for the masses. I then modified my understanding into a Venn 
diagram type setup with two distinct elements overlapping in between. As I adjusted 
my notion of dance performance to reflect the beginnings of a democracy, where all 
ends of the continuum and all forms of dance have value, I found my contributing 
voice growing clearer and more efficient as a result. I quickly realized that 
enlightened participants only strengthen democracies. 
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I am not arguing that every performance must always incorporate elements 
from both sides; rather, I propose that artistic lines will only continue to blur if our 
collective understanding and willingness to assimilate the arts into modem society 
persists. This progression may lead to accepted overlaps within the two ends, rather 
than extreme divisions in between. I fmally realized that a continuum of context is 
where adequate recognition and appreciation for either form ensues. One can tread 
back and forth horizontally and yet still be dancing. 
I draw on the scholarly work of American historian Lawrence Levine and his 
studies of Shakespeare, as well as dance writer Sally Banes' research of break 
dancing. Each demonstrates the commonly accepted, yet dated vertical scope in their 
work, but when observed through this new lens however, they both offer support and 
proof, not necessarily intentionally, that context is the main determinant of dance 
performance along this new continuum. 
Sally Banes in particular discusses the transposition of breakdancing from the 
streets to the stage in her book Writing Dancing in the age of Postmodernism.; It 
should be noted that in the perspective of my argument for a continuum of concert 
and commercial dance, the street version of breakdancing is synonymous with concert 
dance, and the studio version represents commercial. She argues that the form was 
homogenized as a consequence of the media, as personal uniqueness was replaced by 
learned structures; what was once a form that was passed down from one generation 
to the next, became a neatly packaged commodity that anybody could purchase for a 
small fee. She argues that: 
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. . .  any reference to breakdancing has to distinguish between prefame and 
postfame versions of the dance. Prefame breakdancing was (and, for some, 
remains) a folk form that emphasizes playful competition just this side of gang 
warfare . . .  Postfame is, of course, the version of breakdancing familiar to most 
of us through the media. Theatricalized and sanitized, it emphasizes 
gymnastics over meaning, and it has broadened to include various forms of 
"electric boogie"-an upright, pantomimic, elegant articulation of body parts. ii 
While her argument is sound, what is important to remember is that the form 
itself, breakdancing, remains regardless of where it is performed. Banes' additional 
claim that even the meaning of the form shifted may hold some truth, I think it is 
equally important to recognize two important ideas that are introduced. The first 
being the obvious, Banes' argument while valid, may be outdated, as this book was 
written in 1994, almost twenty years ago. The second point is that a noted dance 
historian writing about street forms in popular culture shows the beginnings of a 
shifting perspective from 'high to low' to 'side to side.' 
Historian Lawrence Levine on the other hand, discusses the vertical hierarchy 
using Shakespeare as his model; he argues "Shakespeare's popularity can be 
determined not only by the frequency of Shakespearean productions and the size of 
the audiences for them but also by the nature of the productions and the manner in 
which they were presented. ,iii By claiming that the nature and manner in which 
Shakespeare's production or any performance for that matter, is presented, he is 
supporting the idea that context determines the ways in which a performance is 
received. Levine's biggest claim however, is that the vertical scale is dangerous for 
comparison: 
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The world of adjectival boxes, each of such crude labels as 'highbrow', 
'middlebrow', lowbrow', of continual defensiveness and endless emendations; 
this world in which things could not be truly compared because they were so 
rarely laid out horizontally, next to one another, but were always positioned 
above or below each other on an infinite vertical scale. iv 
I agree those vertical distinctions limit our collective understanding of culture, v and 
argue that a horizontal outlook may actually counter those limitations by allowing for 
fair comparisons - not comparisons of value - but of context itself. 
I begin by defining concert and commercial dance individually. As a way of 
providing a clearer argument for the necessity of a horizontal scope, I intentionally 
present these two styles of performance as set absolutes in Chapter 1: Concert versus 
Commercial Dance. I continue on in Chapter 2: It's the context that matters, to 
provide an argument for context. I deconstruct this loaded term into separate parts as 
a way of demonstrating the numerous elements of a dance that must be. Finally in 
Chapter 3: The Choreographic Process, I explain my own process as a dance maker 
that treads the horizontal continuum back and forth. I discuss two distinct projects 
that each imply elements from either end of the continuum as a way of building an 
appropriate context for the final performances. 
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Chapter 1: Concert versus Commercial Dance 
This chapter is no way meant to serve as a complete history of either style of 
dance. Rather, the following discussion serves as a general overview of concert dance 
(the postmodem era and aesthetic), using elements of commercial dance as 
counterpoints, demonstrating this imperfect binary.1 Specific to dance performance, 
the succeeding generalizations while gross, are what is said from both ends of the 
continuum, or in the case of this chapter, from the perspective of the vertical 
hierarchy. As American author and documentary filmmaker Richard Schickel 
explains, "The world is not so much divided between classes, races and religion as it 
is between those who know and those who don't; between Them and Us."vi This 
danted perspective reinforces the notion that dance on one stage is separate from 
dance on another, and it is my goal to bridge the gap between as Schickel descrbies, 
those who know and those who don't. 
What's really going on? An overvie w ... 
Concert Dance 
Concert dance can be described as an extremely exploratory form with no set 
boundaries; as American modem dancer, Beth Soli states, " . . .  modem dance is, by 
definition, not definable." vii In the hopes of stirring fundamental social change, viii 
choreographers of the postmodem era of the 1960s, valued movement over all other 
1 Please note that I have liiilited my scope to dance in the United States within the 
second half of the 20th into the 21st century. 
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factors of the dance-making task, ix and as a result, they set out to create work that that 
examined the notion, "What is dance?" 
Nora Ambrosio, Professor of Dance at Slippery Rock University discusses the 
general trends of postmodem dance in America with the following description, 
. . .  post-modemers wanted to reduce dance to its simplest form and to examine 
what they thought dance really was . . . .  They also, however, eliminated the 
use of formal technique, instead examining the basic movements of dance, 
such as walking, running, skipping and hopping.x 
Postmodem choreographers tested the boundaries of traditional dance performance xi 
by creating comparatively radical and unfamiliar work, and consequently, "[t]he 
underlying question 'What is dance?' became instead, 'What isn't?'xii All of a 
sudden, the art making task and "the existential search for meaning in art"xiii allowed 
process to take precedence over product, and just about anything could be argued as 
dance performance. Dance making became an open-ended task where organizing the 
internal structure was prioritized over setting choreography, and the experience of 
viewing this work was meant to encourage the imagination. 
Choreographers of the postmodem era (and even today), often allowed the 
numerous possibilities within an ongoing investigation of movement to serve as their 
final creation, and as dance scholars Nancy Reynolds and Malcolm McCormick 
discuss in their book No Fixed Points, 
They included the equalization or democratization of every aspect of dance, a 
new immediacy, emphasis on process, and objectivity about the body. All of 
these attitudes derived from the initial revocation of older dance forms in 
favor of an open vocabulary .xiv 
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Often considered high art, 2 concert dance aims to evoke kinesthetic responses 
from its viewers, allowing for a relational experience to ensue; these works are 
abstract and expressive by nature, and invite personal responses. As dance critic 
Judith Mackrell states," ... most dance leaves itself wide open to interpretation."xv 
Viewers of this form are expected to mediate between the performance and his or her 
personal history, essentially constructing an experience that is uniquely theirs. 
Commercial Dance 
Commercial dance on the other hand, took the basic structure of what was 
already done on the concert stages and made an easily consumable version for the 
masses to enjoy. Incorporating elements from familiar forms, ranging from traditional 
ballet, vernacular jazz, hip-hop techniques, and various ethnic forms, commercial 
dance makers created a mode of performance that was not only marketable, but also 
strategic in gaining support from the media. 
Viewers of this form do not have to engage abstract performances, as the 
dance itself is created as pure spectacle. As SoH states, "[b ]oth products and 
advertising ... tend to be based on a somewhat barren and trivial view of reality, one 
focused on appealing quickly to the millions of uninformed minds."xvi The purpose of 
commercial dance is not to necessarily engage the audience in an intellectual thought 
process, but rather to create opportunities for the arts to be integrated into mainstream 
culture as entertainment.xvii Specific to popular dance on television however, the work 
must be easily understood by a variety of ages and demographics.xviii 
2 I define high art as the top tier of the vertical hierarchy, implying an advanced level 
of intelligence and value in regards to the arts. 
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It should be noted that the main concern of concert dance connoisseurs is that 
commercial or popular dance is swamped with imitative work that merely distracts 
rather than exposes the larger community to real art.xix It is argued that popular dance 
conveys a limited version of the forms presented on the concert stages,'"( and because 
commercial dance is so easily consumed, audience members may fail to learn the 
depths of the art form as part of their culture. 
Who makes dance? 
Concert Dance 
Transcending expectations in various ways, artists such as Merce 
Cunningham, Anna Halprin, and Twyla Tharp pushed the boundaries and created 
work that questioned the formulaic tendencies of prior dance makers. Each of these 
choreographers defmed for themselves the necessary elements to maintain as they 
explored their own notions of what dance performance should look like. Valuing 
pedestrian movements over virtuosic, the main objective for artists of the post-
modem era is to defy the rules of traditional performance norms by creating a 
structurally sound environment that is not only unexpected, but intellectually 
challenging as well. As Joyce Morgenroth, professor of dance at Cornell University 
shares in her book Speaking of Dance: Twelve Contemporary Choreographers on 
Their Craft, 
In a world of possibilities ... the dancers who were showing new work at the 
Judson Memorial Church broke every tenet of traditional modem dance­
intentionally and with abandon. Myriad ideas-about performance, scale, 
technique, the body, society, and politics-were getting acted out polemically 
and entertainingly and every way in between. Nothing was out of bounds, not 
even occasional classical ballet steps. xxi 
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Twyla Tharp in particular explored the lines of distinction throughout her 
career, making deliberate choices from one piece to the next that questioned the status 
quo of dance on the concert stage. Her earliest work in particular was known for 
being deliberately challenging and avant-garde. As Reynolds and McCormick 
described, she " ... was determined to resolve the postmodem issue 'What is dance?' 
in her own terms, and in the process to decide 'how [I] should be dancing. ,,xxii 
With little video record of her earlier works, I draw on the following 
description of Tharp's work of Tharp's biographer Marcia Siegel, 
Tharp's first choreographic efforts were influenced by the downtown avant­
garde ... Tank Dive (1965) was performed in a small theater space at Hunter 
College, where Robert Huot (her husband at the time) was on the faculty. The 
ten-minute debut proclaimed Tharp's determination to redraw the rules of 
dance and choreography. She did some warm-up stretches wearing a pair of 
wooden flippers, balanced on her toes in an X position, executed a somersault 
and a slide, and held a long balance during a recording of Petula Clark's 
"Downtown". Huot and a friend, Christopher Constance, butted shoulders in a 
mock-battle. Two women waved flags.xxm 
Tharp's audience knew her for many years under this avant-garde aesthetic 
and almost standoffish approach, as she was known to ignore her audiences' 
applause, failing to bow at the end of her performances. Her deliberate decision to test 
the boundaries of concert dance is inferred in Siegal's description, but as her career 
progressed, Tharp realized that she could in fact get away with making challenging 
work that was also accessible.xx:iv As Harris states, ''No longer did she feel that she 
had to be so aggressively earnest and uncompromisingly ascetic to win respect."xxv 
Dance writer Dale Harris described Tharp's career trajectory in Fifty Contemporary 
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Choreographers with the following account, her " ... progression ... from avant-garde 
iconoclasm to mainstream populism, took her just over a decade. On the way, she 
created a variety of avant-garde, often non-theatrical works, some austere in mood 
and dauntingly rigorous in structure.''xxvi 
Tharp thus questioned the status quo by abandoning the aesthetic expectations 
of traditional ballet and modem forms, and instead created work that met her own 
interests as an eclectic choreographer and performer alike. It was her all-inclusive 
approach as a dance maker that allowed her work to stand out and stir a little 
controversy along the way, as she integrated aesthetics from the past, present, and 
future all into one. 3 Commercial Dance 
Choreographers of commercial dance are often hired to produce an entire 
show, a collection of relatively short pieces that embody a variety of styles and 
genres. Kathleen E. Klein, Director of Dance at Palm Beach Atlantic University 
states, "Dancers lucky enough to work on these ... shows faced a grueling schedule. 
New routines had to be created constantly; there was a very limited rehearsal 
schedule; and there was no time to correct mistakes in performance ... '' xxvii Because of 
the expectation to create volumes of work within short periods of time, artists on the 
commercial end of the spectrum are required to have an eclectic technical base, and 
choreographers must maintain a sense of their general audience throughout their 
process, as it is crucial to consider accessibility and mass-appeal.xxviii As Klein further 
3 I will continue to discuss her more recent works and viewpoints in Chapter 2: It 's 
the context that matters. 
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describes, "[p ]erformers . . .  today typically must be able to dance, sing, act, and 
provide a characterization onstage inhabiting an entire emotional understanding . . .  as 
well as embodying the particular production style. "xxix As each new show may require 
a different style and quality, the choreographer and dancers alike must inhibit the 
ability to quickly adapt in order produce an ongoing supply of eclectic work. 
For w hom is dance made? 
Concert Dance 
Audiences of concert dance must first acknowledge and then accept the task 
of investing and participating in the performance, as work of this nature is often an 
abstract expression of the human experience that requires not only an eye for context, 
but also an open mind for interpretation. xxx Curious spectators that enjoy critical 
thinking are ideal, as it is often assumed that there is a secret language lingering 
within the movement vocabulary.xxxi As Siegel writes, "Cautioned against inferring 
too much, he or she often suspects that a dance is not just dancing but metaphor, or 
autobiography, or even ideology. The surface is only steps, but underneath, a more 
profound text is glimmering. "xxxii Concert dance is not only expressive but also 
obscurely evocative, and as Mackrell describes, there is uncertainty that accompanies 
seeing familiar movement in a postmodem performance. She states, 
Part of the problem for dancephobes is that dance looks quite similar to the 
way people act in real world, even while it's extravagantly deviant from 
normal behavior, and the point of these fit human bodies doing whimsically 
impractical things seems irritatingly obscure. "xxxiii 
It is not enough to just attend a concert performance and expect pure 
entertainment, as engaging in this form of dance generally assumes a certain amount 
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of responsibility onto the viewer. As Mackrell goes on to say, "[t]he premise of post-
modem dance was that it required a style of viewing very different from ballet or 
early modem dance - and every other genre also proposes its own ideal way of 
seeing."xxxiv Modem dance, unlike most other forms engage its audience in an going 
experience where the audience has the potential to be just as much of a participant as 
the dancer. Additionally, the assumed fourth wall of performance4 is commonly 
eliminated, as the audience is often directly engaged in the work. 
Commercial Dance 
Dance on the commercial stage however is made for consumers, as this 
particular form tends to be relatively business-oriented rather than self-indulgent. 
Production companies look to dance as a way of expanding their market,xxxv and 
oftentimes-commercial dance is made to travel based solely on the needs and goals of 
the marketer. As a result, entire productions are transplanted from one city to the 
next. Consider a short piece from Dancing With the Stars, there's very little about any 
one performance on the show that is specific to that particular venue, demonstrating 
that an excerpt from a larger production is often shown as a way of attracting the 
public to a later-occurring event - an event that the viewer must then pursue and 
then purchase tickets for on their own. Dance in this arena is simply driven by 
revenue based on cultural relevance. 
Similar to concert dance, audiences of this form also have a participatory role 
in their experience. Either by voting or clapping and shouting, the audience plays an 
4 Fourth Wall: an imaginary wall at the front of the stage through which the audience 
sees the performance world. 
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integral role in the outcome of an event. As Lawrence Levine compares 
Shakespeare's integration into mainstream media, I compare his analogy of sports 
audiences to those of commercial dance, 
To envision nineteenth-century theater audiences correctly, one might do well 
to visit a contemporary sporting event in which the spectators not only are 
similarly heterogeneous but are also-in the manner of both the nineteenth 
century and the Elizabethan era-more than an audience; they are participants 
who can enter into the action on the field, who feel a sense of immediacy and 
at times even of control, who articulate their opinions and feelings vocally and 
unmistakably ."xxxvi 
This type of participatory role provides not only a sense of belonging to the form, but 
a sense of ownership and investment as well. While the artistic integrity of dance on 
television may appear blurred at times, the audience is invested in their role 
regardless, as the element of competition evokes a familiar context that does not need 
further explaining. 
A common concern of dance on television however is as Brian G. Rose, 
Professor of Communications and Media Studies at Fordham University asserts, 
"[p]ressures from advertisers and the networks' never ending concern with ratings 
[make] it difficult to venture out of very narrow definitions of acceptable dance 
programming."xxxvii While these performances allow the general population to engage 
with dance in ways that are otherwise unavailable to them from the comforts of their 
own homes, as their role as spectator is clearly established and rarely compromised in 
this particular setup, what they are seeing has been molded into an approved and 
precisely controlled package. What is often missing however, is the personal 
uniqueness and expression inherent in art making. 
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Where is it performed? 
Concert Dance 
The entire world is a potential stage for the radical minds of concert dance 
makers. Most commonly viewed on a proscenium stage however, concert dance 
brings abstract forms to this familiar context and then invites the audience to engage 
in unconventional ways. 
Concert dance is typically seen live, because as dance writer Melinda 
Buckwalter states, 
. . .  its unpredictable nature and emphasis on process over product make it 
difficult for dance producers to sell in a market-driven arts world. And the 
heightened sense of presence considered by many a major charm of 
improvisation is not easily conveyed via video, which further limits its means 
of acceptance by a wider audience. xxxviii 
Commercial Dance 
Commercial dance takes place on a decorated set that is intentionally highly 
produced and built for the camera. Music videos, performance tours, television 
shows, and movies entertain the public through either competition-based 
programming, or added embellishment to a famous event or celebrity appearance; 
additionally this particular form of presentation is intended for (mass) consumption. 
While a select group is actually present for the live event, they essentially serve as a 
representation of the general population at home. 
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Shows like American Bandstancl, Soul Train6, and more recently, So You 
Think You Can Dance7, and Dancing With the Stari showcase popular dance forms 
in ways that demonstrate the broad scope within the art form at a distance, often 
viewed behind a screen. Choreographers of dance made for the camera-usually 
makers of commercial dance -must consider the added element of camera angles, as 
the camera contributes its own layer to the performance, essentially coaching the 
audience through their viewing experience. Certain compositional choices can be 
made however to present the work as it was intended to be seen live within the 
structure of a predetermined format. As digital choreographer Sarah Rubidge 
describes, 
5 American Bandstand, hosted by Dick Clark, aired in various versions from 1 952-
1989. Segments included "The Spotlight Dance," "Rate-A-Record" and The 
"American Bandstand" Top 10 Countdown. 
American Bandstand, CBS Interactive, http://www.tv.com/shows/american­
bandstand/ 
6 Inspired by American Bandstand, Soul Train showed off the latest in soul music and 
dance moves, breaking ground for African-American entertainment in this widely 
successful and celebrated variety show. Soul Train aired from 1 971 to 2006. 
Soul Train, CBS Interactive, http://www.tv.com/shows/soul-trainl 
7 From the producers of American Bandstand, So You Think You Can Dance is a 
weekly variety competition show where dancers compete as individuals while 
performing duets of various genres. The audience then submits votes, as guided by 
the input of a panel of judges (professional choreographers also from a variety of 
genres), that determine which dancers advance to the next stage from week to week. 
Eventually 'America's Favorite Dancer' is revealed when only one dancer remains. 
Series began in 2005 and continues today. 
So You Think You Can Dance, FOX.com, http://www.fox.com/dance/ 
8 Dancing with the Stars is a weekly reality television competition show where about 
10 celebrities are paired with professional ballroom dancers to compete for a disco 
ball trophy. Predetermined dances are performed each week for judges' points and 
audience votes alike; the couple receiving the lowest score is eliminated until there is 
only one celebrity couple left. Series began in 2005 and continues today. 
Dancing With The Stars, ABC.com, http://beta.abc.go.com/shows/dancing-with-the­
stars?nord=1 
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Dance created for the television camera is very different from dance created 
for the stage, and choreographers and television directors have to take on 
board a number of considerations which do not apply to a stage work. Among 
these considerations is the authority of the camera. The camera, in a very real 
sense, determines not only what you see but also how you see it.xxxix 
It is ironic however, that live work that is made for television must often be 
transferred back into a live version made for a performance stage - a version that 
can no longer pick or choose which angles to be viewed from. Essentially, these 
performances experience a cyclic production pattern that starts where it ends, as a live 
performance in front of a live audience. 
How is it made? 
Concert Dance 
Concert dance utilizes various movement theories and compositional methods 
to create form and structures for the stage; the use of repetition, theme and variation, 
music visualization, and transposition"' are all building blocks that choreographers 
utilize throughout their creative process. Movement explorations, including structured 
improvisation often yield dynamic phrase work that can then be further investigated 
and modified as the choreographer sees fit, (i.e. process over product). As Siegel 
observes, "[t]hey all [choreographers] seem to share a desire to present movement, of 
whatever particular style, as a thing worth looking at in itself ... it doesn't need to be 
delivered in a special high-performance style to be interesting.""'i They, 
choreographers of this particular genre, are free to make movement for the sake of 
movement, and can argue personal expression in even the most abstract of gestures. It 
is at the discretion of the individual viewers to then consume such wo�k as art. 
xlii 
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Additionally, choreographers of the concert world aim to elicit kinesthetic 
responses from their audiences by generating material that references the human 
experience. Creating visceral representations of the every day, dance makers invite 
their viewers to resist the temptation to label and defme what they see on stage. xliii 
Not only does this leave the doors of interpretation open, but it allows the work to 
stay alive and relevant over time. Reynolds and McCormick explain, 
By objectifying the creative process and by treating their dances as events in 
which the process occurring and the act of moving were of the greatest 
interest, postmodernists drew attention to the body as a vehicle; corporeality 
became a way of thinking and the subject of close observation."xliv 
An additional strategy for artists of the post-modem era, and even today, is 
collaboration. Each body possesses a unique set of proclivities that a choreographer 
can develop by assigning and then guiding the explorations in a particular direction 
based on the needs of the project. xiv Rather than privileging highly structured forms of 
performance, postmodem aesthetics most often thrive within structured 'happenings', 
where rules of codified techniques are broken as a way of enlightening this particular 
style of dance making.xivi Reynolds and McCormick go on to explain that as a result, 
"[c]horeographic form [is] sacrificed to visual sensation, and dancing often [gets] lost 
on the cutting-room floor in order to create a phantasmagoria of abrupt and 
sometimes purposely mismatched cuts, woven together in a visual rather than a 
kinetic continuity. ,xivii Often what is eventually presented on stage is a 
multidimensional work of complex relationships, both spatially and corporeally that 
developed in process overt time. 
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Commercial Dance 
For the purposes of entertaining large crowds, commercial dance is made to 
embody either the tone of the music or the meaning of the lyrics.xlviii As projected by 
popu1ar songs typically used in these performances, traditional gender roles and 
heterosexual relationships are commonly portrayed. These works strive to be solely 
virtuosic, in not only movement vocabu1ary but in the execution of that vocabu1ary as 
well, and a common strength of commercial dance includes large groups of highly 
trained bodies performing techniques in sharp unison. The fourth wall is always 
present. 
Intentional or not, these performances combine layers upon layers of accepted 
cu1tural norms; essentially a visual representation of dance ethnography made 
presentational and frontal for the screen. Combining various techniques and cu1tural 
movement aesthetics, these works pu11 from a variety of influences based on the 
needs and targeted demographic for a particu1ar project. As dance writer Sherril 
Dodd's explanation of music videos demonstrates, a common theme of commercial 
dance is appropriated material, "Clearly, music video employs a complex process of 
appropriation, transmission, and dissemination of popular dance practices from stage, 
street, and screen that are transmitted back and forth from local vernacu1ar contexts 
through the mass-mediated screen of the global television audience. "xlix Oftentimes, 
what is eventually produced is a cu1turally eclectic production that demonstrates 
influences from a variety of traditions and communities, but not necessarily with the 
intent of representing those communities fully or even accurately. These processes are 
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time sensitive to a set performance date, and are often shelved, with little to no 
revising or restaging once that particular date has passed. 
Choreographers such as Wade Robson, Laurieann Gibson, and Mia Michaels 
each demonstrate the commercial dance fusion of aesthetics in their works on both 
television, and music videos alike. Michaels in particular, is not only a three-time 
Emmy award-winning choreographer for her work on So You Think You Can Dance, 
but is also known for her work on the concert stages as well, having choreographed 
for Gus Giordano Jazz Dance company, the Joffrey Ballet II, the Jazz World 
Congress, and her former New York-based company, RAW. As her work shifts from 
one stage to the next( ... like from Celine Dion's to Alvin Ailey's9), Michaels 
maintains her personal aesthetic of contemporary dance throughout each endeavor, 
and as her website says, "From stage to screen, Mia has turned dance into inspired 
and unique works of passion and beauty. She has rendered her unique style and vision 
of the craft, which is sought after by other innovators, from celebrities and recording 
artists to dance companies and educational institutions."1 
One of Michaels' Emmy Award winning routines from Season 2 of So You 
Think You Can Dance, entitled Calling You (music of the same name by Celine 
Dion), is performed by contemporary dancer, Travis Wall and ballroom dancer, Heidi 
Groskreutz. This particular piece runs 1:41 in length, typical for work on this show, 
and was made within a week's time. Groskreutz, wearing a blue dress holds a 
sunflower in her hand while Wall, wearing matching blue shorts and a tank top, 
9 Michaels has choreographed for Celine Dion's Las Vegas show A New Day . .. , as 
well as served on faculty for previous summer workshop at the Alvin Ailey School. 
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grazes the flower with his arm before beginning a series of hand gestures, until the 
two bodies quickly ease offof the bench. Performing a series of lifts where Wall 
supports Groskreutz's weight (with the exception of one quick moment where the 
partnering is reversed), the dancers weave in and around each other, maintaining a 
sense of front the entire time. As they depict the story of two lovers at the end of their 
journey together, the highlight of the dance occurs when Wall, laying across the 
bench, traces Groskreutz' s hand as she lays directly underneath him on the floor - it 
is provocative and a little sexy, and based on the audiences audible reaction, a 
highlight.li Michaels created this work by integrating aesthetics of contemporary 
modem with virtuosic moments of jazz technique, all the while engaging the audience 
in a love story gone bad. The dance was framed for only the live audience on set, but 
the home viewers as well. 
Why is it relevant? 
Concert Dance 
Concert dance instigates dialogue and critical thinking on a level that 
illuminates cultural issues, questioning accepted norms that both enlighten and invite 
spectators to examine their individual roles within society. As self-described ethnic 
dancer La Meri stated, 
Art-dance is choreographed for a full evening's performance on a concert 
stage, or perhaps on a stage which has temporarily become concert caliber. It 
is designed to instruct and enlighten, and to appeal to a higher spiritual 
understanding. One must watch it with a certain intensity of concentration and 
soul-sensitivity. One should not attend a dance concert expecting a gay 
evening, but an enlightened one. ,Iii 
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These works provide an outlet for exploring and engaging potentially 
controversial social issues, encouraging both the choreographers and spectators alike 
to question and comment on these ideas. 
Commercial Dance 
Commercial dance basically serves as the liaison between the intellect of the 
concert stages and the general public.1iii As Siegel explains, "It appears that dance 
functions on television for a variety of different or overlapping reasons; these include 
popular entertainment, artistic innovation, commercial gain, the construction, 
documentation and preservation of the dance canon and so on."liv Because dance on 
television creates the opportunity for viewers to happen upon a performance without 
having to actively pursue it themselves, the wider community is thus exposed to work 
that is somewhat comparable to that on the concert stage.1v Gilbert Seldes, American 
writer and critic states, "It is the function of popular arts to divert, but not to deceive. 
When they become the only arts of great numbers of people, they can be held to 
account for what they do."Ivi Viewers are invited to engage in these performances 
without having to hold much responsibility, as the threat of not understanding is 
slight. Choreographers must assume the responsibility for demonstrating fundamental 
elements of the form without necessarily having to engage the truest depths. 
Sonow w hat? 
While either form has the ability to perpetuate stereotypes, the ways in which 
the dance is performed and produced is what demonstrates an overlap between the 
two aesthetics. Since both concert and commercial dance have parameters that are 
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both unique and also shared, I argue that the context in which they are presented is 
actually how they differ. 
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Chapter 2: It's the Context that Matters 
Cultural values are inherent within any generation, yet they are fluid concepts 
shifting to adapt as social attitudes are in constant flux. As the lines between the two 
worlds of dance performance only continue to blur, American writer and dance critic 
Gilbert Seldes points out, "It is a misfortune that this tradition of hostility between the 
artist and the people should persist in the age of mass entertainment."1vii If the 
assumption that by providing the masses with a homogenized version of art-dance, 
may ease them into the world of concert dance, then perhaps commercial dance 
should be given more credit for this ensuing cultural shift. As dance critic Judith 
Mackrell speculates however, "Dance, like any other cultural activity, is shaped by 
aesthetic, social, biological and psychological forces whose effects are under constant 
debate. The language of art has become a war zone for competing academics. ,!viii It is 
the shared vocabulary however, that indicates commonalities that essentially bridge 
the gap between the two extremes; I am merely arguing that context is the bridge. It is 
the performance in totality, not the technical efficiency of the movement or even the 
depth of the audience's understanding that matters here, what matters is the sum of all 
parts. 
Dancer, choreographer, and writer Susan Foster implies that people are only 
able to see what they know.1ix She argues that when a viewer approaches the lines 
outside of the scope of what they already recognize, it is then the role of the 
choreographer to fill the blanks with relevant information. As an example in regards 
to break dancing, dance historian Sally Banes describes its shift into mainstream 
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culture as a way of domesticating public space into something manageable on a 
human scale. Ix She implies that break dancing, a form that was built by arguably 
untrained bodies on the streets, needed to be renovated into something more human in 
order to be accepted by the masses. Seldes supports this claim, arguing that popular 
tastes have always demanded recognizable elements that are easy to follow.00 It 
seems backwards then that the masses feel isolated from the pedestrian and gestural 
material of the concert stages, and instead connect to the virtuosic world of fancy 
tricks within commercial dance. 
On the contrary, I think it is the combination of the known and unknown 
elements together that builds context; even when certain aspects of a dance are 
unfamiliar, they are still noticed. All works of art however have a variety of contexts 
from which inferences can be made, and it is through that framework that individuals 
assess their unique appreciation for a specific work, thus assigning it a value. As La 
Meri explains, "When you know what you value most you can more truly judge the 
value of the artist who pleases or displeases you . . . .  "lxii Keep in mind that it is the 
entire production as a whole that shapes one's experience of the work. Dance writer 
Alexandra Carter writes, " . . .  we can acknowledge that context is not just background, 
but context is what produces the artistic event, and shapes our perception of it."lxiii 
Context simply builds the frame for individual perception, perception being one the 
most subjective human experiences that allows for values to be assigned. 
Essentially what I am arguing is that a tendu on the concert stage is the same 
tendu on the commercial stage - the action did not change, nor should the definition. 
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To demonstrate this point, I tum to Ulysses Dove10 who choreographed Episodes for 
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater1 1 in 1989, and twenty years later in 2009 it 
finally made its debut on cable television, performing an excerpt of the work on So 
You Think You Can Dance. According to the Alvin Ailey website, 
. . .  Episodes is a starkly passionate interpretation of the power struggles 
involved in human relationships. Set to a sparse, percussive score by Robert 
Ruggieri with the choreography contained along two diagonally-lit paths, 
private battles between the sexes play out for all to see onstage. Moments of 
tension, explosive confrontation, and unresolved longing are drawn out as 
duos partner with complete abandon. Ixiv 
The movement vocabulary for both performances incorporates partner work and 
aggressive turning sequences. All of the dancers wear black, the women in skirts and 
the men in pants and tank tops, and each section for both versions is performed within 
the illuminated diagonal that runs the length of the stage. The concert stage versionlxv 
10 "Ulysses Dove, a choreographer of brooding, explosive dances that are performed 
by companies including the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and the New York 
City Ballet . . .  he was known as an intense and demanding taskmaster who expected 
his dancers to give everything they had, tirelessly, even in rehearsal. His best-known 
pieces are high-energy blitzes that required taut-bodied dancers to surge across the 
stage in nonstop jumps, runs and spins, usually to driving, percussive music . . . Mr. 
Dove's dances were sometimes criticized as being too similar, but his influences were 
wide-ranging." 
Jennifer, Dunning. The New York Times, "Ulysses Dove, Creator of Dark, Driving 
Dances, Dies at 49." Last modified June 12, 1996. Accessed May 1 2, 2013 .  
http://www.nytimes.com/1 996/06/12/arts/ulysses-dove-creator-of-dark-driving­
dances-dies-at-49 .html. 
1 1 "Alvin Ailey (193 1-1990) was . . .  concerned with making dances that were 
accessible to the general public. He wanted his audiences to feel totally fulfilled and 
entertained while they were watching his dances. He was concerned primarily with 
creating works that had a definite form, unlike the improvised dances of the Judson 
Dance Theater . . .  " 
Nora Ambrosio, Learning about Dance: Dance as an art form & entertainment, 
(Dubuque: Kendall Hunt, 2010), 86. 
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incorporates relationships between not only men and women, but same-sex couples as 
well, with the partner work sharing a similar dynamic. The televised version 
however, lxvi is performed by two women and one man - essentially danced in two 
duets. While the original version runs about 22 minutes in length and showcases a 
range of relationships, the televised version runs a little under three minutes, and 
frames the dance as a heterosexual love triangle. Aside from the obvious time 
constraints and heteronormative relationships, the dance remained intact on So You 
Think You Can Dance (where the company was introduced as one of the world's most 
popular dance companies). This example proves that there are many elements of 
context in dance performance that should be considered before assessing and 
assigning value. The who, what, where, why and how must all be addressed. 
Let's start wit h t he who .. .  
In regards to dance of all forms, the who implies a variety of people, the 
dancers, the choreographers, and even the audience, each contributing to the overall 
context in their own way. The common thread between each participant, or rather the 
necessary commonality is as Mackrell states, " . . .  a curiosity about the event - a 
willingness to let the movement play on our senses. ,lxvii This goes to say that each 
part of the who must enter his or her own experience with an open curiositY and 
willingness to participate. 
To start with the dancing bodies, Beth Soli muddles the dichotomy of 
absolutes by questioning the necessity for trained dancers in performance. She asks, 
"Are highly trained experts the only one's who can perform . . .  or should untrained or 
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allegedly untalented people also perform because they might be more authentically 
expressive than professionals who tend to be locked into a formal, potentially sterile 
vocabulary?"lxviii It is important to recognize however that dancers from both ends of 
the continuum have technical demands placed upon their performance roles, and that 
those demands shift as different styles require different technical abilities. In direct 
response to Soli's challenge, then it is then the role of the choreographer to coach the 
performers into the technical needs of the dance. 
As an example, dancer Alex Wonglxix left Miami City Ballet to audition for 
Season 5 of So You Think You Can Dance in 2009. He was forced to withdraw from 
the competition due to his contract with the professional ballet company, but then 
resigned from his principal role and re-auditioned for Season 7 in 201 1 .  Since 
competing on the show, Wong has appeared in various television programs, including 
Smash and The Ellen Show, he danced backup for popular music group LMFAO, and 
auditioned for American Idol. 12 From his early start with American Ballet Theater to 
his most recent work in Hollywood, Wong's career trajectory proves how eclectic 
bodies on stage are merely coached into context. 
12 American Idol is a reality-singing competition where aspiring singers perform 
covers of famous songs in front of a panel of celebrity judges. While the judges offer 
immediate feedback, the viewers at home vote each week for their favorite contestant. 
The singer with the lowest vote each week gets eliminated until there is one 
remaining contestant. American Idol has been airing on public television since 2002. 
http:/ /www.americanidol.com/ 
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As dance makers gain notoriety however, their aesthetic will inevitably and 
eventually resonate more towards one end of the continuum over the other. Dance 
makers who tread the continuum freely have the added task of mastering and then 
coaching a variety of aesthetics depending on the dancers they work with. Certain 
choreographers, depending on their particular interests and skill set may be more 
inclined to work with a specific group of dancers or even for a specific type of event. 
So You Think You Can Dance for example, only started to recently integrate 
relatively modem performances onto their show. It was at that time that producers 
and audiences alike expected Mia Michaels to be the first to implement certain 
elements from the concert stage into her already celebrated aesthetic, as she was the 
most contemporary of the celebrity choreographers to begin with. As mentioned 
earlier however, at the same time Michaels choreographed for television, she also 
created work for various companies around the country, maintaining the essence of 
her aesthetic in all venues. 
It was in 2012 that Michaels choreographed Eyes for the Joffrey Ballet School 
for the Joffrey West Performance, Ixx and also for Season 9 of So You Think You Can 
Dance.lxxi Both versions were performed to Room For Happiness by Kaskade, a 
popular song with lyrics. Several sections, including the beginning, shared the same 
choreography, as Michaels' phrase work tends to be either gestural arms on top of a 
grounded bottom half, or long-leg suspensions that demonstrate the dancers' strength 
and technique. 
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The entire Joffrey performance ran about 4: 1 7  in length and was performed in 
small groups of unison, with the beginning and fmal section performed by the entire 
company, also in total unison. Michaels singled out the men in one particular section, 
but never really distinguished gender roles; every body on stage shared a common 
movement vocabulary, except for a quick partnering section when the males lifted the 
females with no further relational connotations implied. The movement appeared to 
have less to do with the meaning of the words, and more to do with the diction of the 
lyrics and the general tone of the song. All of the dancers wore leotards and shorts. 
The televised performance however, ran about 2: 12  in length, and while it shared a 
general movement vocabulary with the Joffrey performance, the female contestants 
on the show wore leotards, while the male contestants wore black pants and long 
sleeve shirts. Additionally, each performer wore sunglasses that they removed as the 
lyrics sang, "Look into my eyes." Each female contestant was paired with a male 
counterpart, as they engaged in weight sharing lifts for most of the middle section 
before the dance quickly resolved. This example alongside Alvin Ailey Dance 
Theater's  appearance on the show, demonstrates that while the same dance in two 
different locations may be regarded in very different ways, a cultural shift is present; 
this shift indicates that the masses are open to accepting art-dance as a growing 
supplier to popular culture. 
If it is the choreographers who are responsible for setting thematically 
appropriate movement material onto the dancers, the audience is then responsible for 
engaging in that work by choosing to accept is as one particular form and not another. 
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As dancer, choreographer, anthropologist, and writer Cynthia Jean Cohen explains, 
the 
. . .  audience creates many different narrative and imagistic interpretations .. .  
These various interpretations of the action of dancing stem not only from 
personal inclinations but from a range of life experiences in cultural settings, 
both theatrical and social. ,lxxii 
No two viewers will share an experience of the same work, as each individual 
possesses a unique perspective that goes unmatched by anybody else. Dance scholars 
Reynolds and McCormick agree, " . . .  dance, for both stage and screen, is created with 
quite different standards in mind."lxxiii With this understanding then, competitive-
based televisions shows like So You Think You Can Dance and Dancing With the 
Stars will not only elicit a certain audience but certain expectations that vastly differ 
from a post-modern performance at The Joyce Theater. Consumers of all dance 
however, actively seek work that feeds not only their interests, but also their needs. 
As Judith Mackrell states, " . . .  for each style proposes its own ideal viewer, then each 
viewer proposes his or her own ideal dance. We all bring out own prejudices, 
passions and blind spots to the theatre."lxxiv To put it simply, shows like So You Think 
You Can Dance and Dancing With the Stars cash in by relying on their spectators to 
relate to the contestants and build kinesthetic connections. Because both shows give 
power to their viewing audiences, spectators are obligated to participate in order to 
guarantee their favorite dancer a spot in the following round of the competition. 
It is important to remember that each of these elements of the who (dancer, 
choreographer, audience member) must then engage with the other two to create a 
context for a shared perspective; I discuss this idea later in the how. 
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Moving onto t he what, where and why • • •  
Paid performances, benefit concerts, variety shows, college dance festivals, 
and public dance conventions each imply distinct objectives for both the performers 
and spectators alike. It is important to note that the purpose of one event is not always 
equal to another, but that is not to say that the same dance performed at both events 
reflects this incongruity, or that new work and ideas cannot be integrated into an 
already established organization. While Mackrell explains how dance on the concert 
stage has broadened over the years, I support her claim in regards to the commercial 
stage as well: 
It is virtually impossible to categorize or label today's choreographers, 
because the category of modem dance has become so broad. In today's world 
of modem dance, there are no rules and regulations, just an underlying 
freedom to create in whatever way one wishes. To say that in modem dance 
'anything goes' would be an understatement, since today's choreolf!phers 
have gone well beyond any traditional definition of modem dance. 
In recent years, audiences of all dance have been taught to recognize specific 
elements of a variety of dance styles, and as their knowledge base continues growing 
with increasing exposure to the form, so does their enthusiasm to see more dance. 
This shift reflects an increasing acceptance for all forms of dance, and as dance writer 
Marcia Siegel contends "[n]o movement language seems too precious for today's 
dance audience; no ideology too threatening. ,Ixxvi I propose that over time, Mia 
Michaels may not have to create two different versions of the same dance. One day, 
she may simply have the choice to make work that freely treads the continuum, 
seamlessly integrating elements of both styles of dance into one performance. 
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I further suggest that the growing popularity of dance on television is 
America's way of developing an identity within the arts.lxxvii What started out as a 
variety show in the 1 950s -American Bandstand- has developed into a vast array 
of dance-based entertainment programs (including So You Think You Can Dance and 
Dancing With the Stars). These shows have expanded the notion for dance as a 
cultural art form, and have provided an inroad to the more exclusive forms that reside 
closer to the concert end of the spectrum. With this shifting perspective in mind, I 
contend that the scope for dance in American culture is broad and can, in fact, foster a 
democracy of performance. While it may take time for a particular style - or even 
more specifically, a dance - to hold cultural relevance, but this only implies that 
time is even an equal contributor to context. 
Now, the where 
Based on where a performance is held, and more importantly, how the 
audience is positioned within that context, anticipated roles will either be fulfilled or 
challenged. Work presented in television studios, sports arenas, and proscenium 
theaters assign a hierarchy of power by default, based purely on the set-up of the 
venue. While the dancers perform in front on an elevated surface, the audience sits in 
an assigned area, often set below the performance space for passive engagement. As 
mentioned earlier, audiences generally expect to engage in the fourth wall of 
performance in these arenas, as rarely do people attend a live show thinking that they 
will have to directly engage with the performers at any point in time; they intend to be 
voyeurs of the made-up world on display. The minute that assumed role is 
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compromised however, the spectator must immediately make choices to engage the 
work differently, and a much more present role is required and a shared responsibility 
has been established. 
Even before the dance has started, the location itself is indicative of the work; 
the appearance of performance space, set design, and lights, for example, each convey 
a particular tone or quality that can be insightful when trying to decipher the dancing 
bodies, especially when various styles of dance are fused into one performance; 
essentially the venue frames the dance the choreographer has coached into context. 
For example, Rennie Harris evinces how transposing multiple styles dance 
into one, specifically hip-hop from the streets to the stage, can actually work 
successfully. He proves the latter portion of Sally Banes' theory: 
What happens when you take an urban art from off the streets where it sprang 
to life and move it into the formality of a studio, classroom-like setting? You 
either suck the juice out of it or you pump its dynamic architecture full of 
historical relevance, cultural import, stylistic integrity and springboard it to 
future artistic expression. Ixxvii  
By taking street dance and transforming it i nto set choreography for the stage, Rennie 
Harris has established that hip-hop movement has a comfortable home in the world of 
concert dance.lxxix After spending early years in his career working on music videos, 
Harris found more artistic range and freedom on the concert stages, and as Halifu 
Osumare, Black popular culture and dance studies scholar describes, "Harris has been 
able to transform a dance form meant as virtuosic spectacle into an often delicate and 
subtle, pared-down, concert-oriented movement vocabulary that explores the human 
condition."Ixxx He discovered that the integrity of the hip-hop form could be 
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maintained as long as it was presented it in a way that aligned with the aesthetics of 
concert dance; almost in reverse of the common preconceptions about the form 
however, his street-vernacular was pared-down for the stage version.lxxxi Harris 
demonstrates that it is not necessary to choose between the world of post-modem 
concert dance and the world of improvisational street-commercial dance, as he has 
found a way to use both ends of the continuum equally. Osumare goes on to describe 
his approach to " . . .  creating "a new form of theatrical ritualization that is both basic 
and futuristic, with one of his feet in the street and the other in the universe."lxxxii 
Currently the Artist in Residence at the University of Colorado Boulder, Harris is 
known for transcending aesthetic lines. His goal is to provide the essence of the hip­
hop form on stage rather than share an exploited version the gives way to the 
stereotypes of the media.lxxxiii 
One of Harris' most famous works, Rome and Jewels, an evening-length 
work, uses Shakespeare' s  text of Romeo and Juliet in collaboration with narrative 
from West Side Story, as well as original material contributed by the cast; this 
particular version of the famous tragedy is performed by a hip-hop poet.lxxxiv 
According to Harris' website, "To date Rome & Jewels is the longest touring hip hop 
dance theater work in American history with three Bessie Awards, two Black Theater 
Alvin Ailey Awards, a Herb Alpert award and a nomination for a Lawrence Olivier 
Award (UK)."1xxxv 
In viewing the excerpt on the company's website, there are two men in the 
upstage left comer on tum-tables, while five bodies all dressed in black lay on their 
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backs popping up in the air, matching the beat; they embody corpses. As a video 
projects onto the scrim in the background, a crew of five guys dressed in red enter the 
stage and perform a series of break dancing moves, both as a collective and in smaller 
groups, always in unison. Staying mostly frontal, the dance uses repetition and 
gesture, as the red gang often approaches the corpses on their backs, as they swiftly 
moved in and out of the floor themselves. The only domesticated element, as Bane's 
may suggest, is in the use of improvisation. Like most street forms, break dancing 
relies heavily on improvisation through competition; this was the only factor of the 
performance however that appeared to be watered down. 
Dance critic Elizabeth Zimmer wrote the following descriptions of this 
particular piece in her article for The Inquirer in 2000, 
. . .  not always easy to understand but accumulating force and power from its 
fusion of Shakespeare and African American cultural forms. Both street kids 
and scholars will fmd themselves laughing at familiar codes . . . .  Not a ballet in 
any conventional sense, Rome and Jewels nevertheless exploits grand gestures 
as much as proliferating dance versions of the story . . .  There is plot, but it is 
secondary to language and movement, character and style. Rome's crew, the 
Monster Q's, whose gang color is black, are more feral, more simian, grosser 
in language and gesture. They call one another "dog." The Caps, Jewels' clan, 
are the relatively upright, virtuosic dancers, their costumes red and white.lxxxvi 
Harris found success in remaking this classic as a modernized, relevant hip-
hop opera of today, demonstrating how important it is to consider all of the elements 
that equally contribute to the way a dance is framed. 
And finally, the how . . .  
The various elements of  a production in its entirety compose the how of 
context building. Aside from the venue, the costumes, the music (the lyrics, the 
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genre), the use of multimedia, as well lights, all contribute to the way a performance 
is framed in the space. From the standpoint of a choreographer however, context in 
dance making is such a layered concept that continues to shift. The responsibility of 
the dance maker is to allow the creative process to develop until eventually his or her 
work has been handed off for consumption. 
Referring back to Twyla Tharp, as her career progressed she began making 
work that tested the boundaries of modem dance, presenting it in a more 
contemporary light. Creating work for Broadway, as well as setting work to popular 
songs, Tharp expanded her choreographic scope far beyond the stages of post-modem 
concert dance. With this transition however, Tharp experienced much backlash, and 
as dance and music writer Dale Harris explains, " . . .  many felt that Tharp had sold out, 
that her extraordinary ability to reach big, popular audiences had necessarily entailed 
the loss of artistic integrity ... Ixxxvii Specifically, two of Tharp's most famous works, 
Deuce Coupe (1973)13 and Push Comes to Shove (1976)14 caused the most backlash, 
as many critics accused her of both offending aesthetics of modem dance and 
threatening the artistic integrity of ballet.Ixxxviii Harris goes on to argue that those 
13 "Commissioned by Robert Jo:ffrey for The Joffrey Ballet, Deuce Coupe stands both 
as Tharp's first major commission and the first cross-over ballet, a dance that forms a 
bridge between modem and classical styles. Set to songs by the iconic American band 
The Beach Boys, Tharp merged her company with the Joffrey Ballet and created a 
work that showcased each company's strengths." 
Twyla Tharp, Accessed May 5, 2013 .  http://www.twylatharp.org/ 
14 Push Comes to Shove is an eclectic mix of traditional ballet, jazz, and modem 
techniques, danced in three sections to music by Joseph Lamb (Bohemia Rag), and 
Franz Joseph Haydn (Symphony No. 82 in C "The Bear", arrangement by David E. 
Bourne). 
Ibid. 
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same critics were " . . .  apparently unaware that ballet over the centuries had been 
enriched by absorbing elements from social dancing and popular theater."lxxxix 
According to Harris, Tharp was merely just doing her job, creating dynamic work. 
Despite the criticism, Tharp maintained her drive for artistic accessibility, and 
it was because of her audacity that Soli argues: 
. . .  Tharp in some ways arrived at the quintessential American 
accomplishment; she managed to combine and juxtapose the traditional 
elements of classical ballet, the rigor and wit of Postmodern dance, and the 
casual flippancy of popular dance in a way that satisfied both the aesthetes 
and the general public.xc 
Having choreographed 135+ dances, five movies, four Broadway shows, and 
also winning both a Tony award and two Emmy Awards, Tharp is known as a bold 
choreographer of blended aesthetics. Her effort to fmd acceptance within both ends of 
the horizontal continuum simultaneously, demonstrates a common struggle for many 
choreographers as they work to master the task of competing perspectives - she 
represents a relatively successful story. 
The perspective of the choreographer, dancers, and audience alike all collide 
at the point of performance, and it is the (mis)alignment of these individual 
perspectives that either work to create a shared perspective (usually created through 
cultural norms and understandings) or not. Performance dance on either end of the 
continuum is made for people outside of the work itself, and as no two people share 
the same perception of a work, Mackrell argues, 
Even if we both come to the theatre with similar values and expectations, 
we'll inevitably notice different details in the performance. We will scan the 
stage differently, make different connections between events, and the more 
that's happening onstage, the more likely our versions will diverge.xci 
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A shared perspective to some degree would imply a common understanding 
between the dance and each individual spectator. As mentioned earlier however, 
people do not necessarily have to understand every single element of a performance 
to enjoy it, and there is no way they possible could. Because human interaction in 
itself implies some shared cultural content, xcii at least one recognizable component of 
the performance must exist. Bull argues that, " . . .  only a spectator familiar with the 
cultural references and frameworks of that choreography can respond on many levels 
simultaneously that correspond to the intentions of the creators."xciii A shared culture 
thus allows familiar references to not only be articulated on stage, but understood as 
well. While it only takes one overlap to initially connect, the more overlaps that are 
present, the deeper the connection grows. As dance writer Nancy Goldner explains, 
In the arts-most recently in dance, because it has just now joined the big 
tim�ritics and audience join in a complicated manipulative process which 
promulgates an opinion whose origin is obscure and not readily traceable to 
present reality, but is nonetheless omnipresent. It is just there, in the air, and 
the job of the audience and critics is to keep it there.xciv 
An unspoken dialogue exists when numerous spectators engage the same dance, as 
many perspectives share a common experience regardless of how many cultures are 
represented in the room. This omnipresent dialogue exists because of all of the 
contextual elements working together to create meaning. 
So now w hat? 
As mentioned earlier, stereotypes are always a potential for either end of the 
spectrum. I t  is the way in which a dance is framed however, that offers variation from 
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the norm, as dance makers have choices within their creative process to make work 
that tests the accepted forms. As Mackrell reminds us, 
In some ways the language of dance is richer than that of the other arts. Like 
music, in constructs rhythms and phrases, but it also gives these elements 
visible form. It creates colour, line and shape like painting or sculpture, but it 
moves them around through space and time. It has cinema's freedom to flip 
between the real and the symbolic, but its performers are living, breathing 
people. it can achieve the emotional intensity of an opera or play, yet it isn't 
confined to a single geographical language.JCCV 
Dance offers physical form to feelings and senses rather than logical ideas;JCCVi context 
is what allows the dance to adequately articulate those otherwise elusive concepts in 
time and space. 
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Chapter 3: The Choreographic Process 
Mapping 
As I began constructing Mapping, the choreographic application of my 
research, I started by identifying the values from each end of the horizontal 
continuum that were essential to my particular aesthetic and value set. My goal was to 
create a piece that maintained the integrity of each world without totally sacrificing 
one to accommodate the other. Similar to Twyla Tharp, Mia Michaels, and Rennie 
Harris, I intentionally utilized my proclivities from both ends, essentially integrating 
both the grounded qualities of hip-hop dance and pure spectacle of commercial 
performance with the phrasing and qualitative range of concert dance. 
Mapping investigated the mind and one' s psyche at work,xcvii and I found that 
a clear narrative inspired the process for movement generation and task 
assignments. 1 5  I learned to dance in a studio where the framework of any piece was 
typically narrative-based (a full-bodied pantomime to the song lyrics), and as I create 
new work today, I often find myself starting with a plot and then using various 
compositional methods to fulfill that storyline. As this particular piece progressed 
however, the narrative eventually became a wide umbrella under which new ideas 
could be generated, until it was no longer relevant to the creative process. 
As I created the movement for Mapping, I took the essence of each 
psychological state, the id, ego, and superego, and used that as the foundation from 
15 I should be clear that I am only discussing narrative within this specific context as 
an approach to the dance-making task. 
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which ideas and form would arise. While I collaborated with eight bodies throughout 
the choreographic process, together they represented the same person, or rather, the 
mind of one being. Section one was a collective demonstration of the human psyche 
at work. The dancers shared a common movement vocabulary and performed phrase 
work throughout the space, both individually and in weight sharing partner work. 
The second section represented the id, or one's basic needs, as embodied through 
clear, linear pathways and cause and effect phrasing. Section three represented the 
ego, and was performed as a mirrored duet in which two dancers worked back to back 
in unison while the rest of the group both framed and echoed their movement 
throughout various points on stage. I found this section to be particularly difficult to 
compose and portray, as the ego mediates between the id and the superego, and offers 
a unique complexity. This was the moment when I had to put the narrative by the 
wayside and just let the dance evolve as it was happening. The superego in the fourth 
section was embodied through a world of overlapping relationships and complex­
circular pathways, as the superego acts as the human conscious, working in 
contradiction to the id. I found that in order to portray the stillness that comes with a 
state of mindful meditation, a balanced psyche, the last section needed convergence 
with the dancers aligned as one. As a result, all eight dancers formed a line down the 
length of the stage embodying the same pose, essentially disappearing into one image 
from the front audience's perspective. 
Once I accepted that the story could be thrown away and that it did not 
actually matter whether the audience concretely understood the plot, I began making 
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choices for the benefit of the piece as it unfolded, rather than what I thought should 
happen based on an established series of events. I quickly realized how the dance 
maintained its core even as I did not hold it under a tight grip. I discerned that if I 
trusted the process and did not push for an immediate product, then the structure 
would eventually progress all on its own. 
I decided to premier Mapping in Strasser Studio, a venue with seating on three 
of four sides, where the expansive performance space sits at the foot of each section; I 
found the setup of this particular site to lend itself to the three-dimensionality I was 
looking to embody in the movement. Essentially, sorting through the ego implies a 
sorting of perspectives, and I found this location to offer an inroad to that concept. 
The challenge was ensuring that I was in fact articulating my intent from all angles, as 
three different audience perspectives would be engaged simultaneously each time the 
dance was performed. 
I found that by collaborating and assigning specific tasks for my dancers to 
explore, we were able to yield numerous phrases that pulled from aesthetics far 
beyond just my own. 16 I knew going in that I wanted intricate partner work that would 
essentially blur the identities of all eight dancers into one, by creating phrases that 
shared equal weight back and forth. Additionally, the pathways though space needed 
to further articulate the intent of each distinct section. Once I created detailed 
exercises, I then interjected and molded the dancers' work into a common movement 
16  Dancers learned a base phrase that was primarily standing and stationary. Tasks 
included: create weight-sharing duets using the same landmarks as the base phrase; 
transpose the base phrase to the floor; make a phrase in the negative space of your 
partner as they perform the base phrase; travel the base phrase through space. 
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vocabulary. The work in fruition incorporated elements of hip-hop, vernacular jazz, 
and martial arts aesthetics in ways that emulated the combination of classical 
technique with the realness of the everyday (virtuosic pedestrians) - a successful 
fusion of multiple backgrounds, influences, and creative voices. 
As I continued to work towards embodying the human psyche, I chose four 
songs that I felt best represented the unique and fundamental elements of each state. 
As a way of building contrast between the sections yet continuity within the piece, I 
used two songs with heavy beats and dub step rhythms as bookends to a more popular 
song with lyrics, and then finished with a piano work that was completely different 
from the rest. Having selected the music prior to starting rehearsals, I would play it as 
a soundscape while building each section, but would never allow myself to get stuck 
on counts, a common trait of commercial dance. I was careful to build on movement 
qualities rather than static measures of time, a value of concert dance, as we often 
counted "Mississippi's" instead of in minutes or seconds. I was looking to build a 
specific (and genuine) tension particular to each section, and I felt that setting counts 
would lead to a false development. I coached my dancers to be experiential in their 
decision making, allowing for the dance to continue growing through each 
performance. In the moments when I felt limited by the music, I would play other 
songs that contributed either a similar drive or quality that I was looking to embody, 
and would only return to the final song once that section had reached its conclusion. 
Within weeks of our final performance, I eliminated the final song (George 
Winston's Cloudburst) from the sound score. While the quality of that specific song 
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allowed me to create phrase work that embodied the circular patterns of its melody, it 
became increasingly misaligned with the rest of the piece as it continued to evolve. I 
decided that while it was necessary for the creative process, the piano was distracting 
in performance, and essentially extinguished the already-established tone of the 
previous sections. 
Once the movement and the sound score were set, it was time to collaborate 
with the costume designer. Not quite a romantic tutu, not quite a dress, the dancers 
wore nude leotards under a deconstructed tutu of various shades of blue fabrics that 
were made to appear weathered and tom; the dancers wore heavy black eye makeup 
with muted lips, and styled their hair into faux-hawks. I wanted to articulate bodies in 
space that had familiar elements of traditional forms, but in ways that were sort of 
unrecognizable, as I did not necessarily want them to look like people or even 
dancers. I found that the costume contributed to the overall context of Mapping, 
projecting an image of eight strong, female beings who had been through something, 
who were a little combative but still sometimes supportive. It was my goal to create a 
world on stage that would evoke a variety of emotions from the audience, similar to 
journey of self-discovery: happiness, tension, discomfort, confusion, and ease - and I 
wanted the dancers to essentially become a visual source of those feelings. 
The lighting designer and I then decided that in order for the audience to 
invest and decipher what exactly was being portrayed, each section needed to be 
framed in a way that further embodied the essence of the mind. Each section revealed 
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itself under a specific lighting plot that either highlighted the most important 
elements, or implied a particular perspective to engage. 
I was successful in creating a dance that had familiar elements of virtuosity 
layered within unexpected elements of the ordinary. Between the costumes, light 
design, music, and movement, the final performance was extremely theatrical. Each 
layer contributed to overall feel of the piece, allowing the audience to engage in a 
world that didn't necessarily feel inviting or easy to read upon first glance. 
Brockport Breaks the Chain 
I was approached in December of2012 to choreograph a site-specific work as 
part of the One Billion Rising international movement against domestic violence on 
February 14, 2013 .  As a tragic death on campus related to this issue made this event 
especially pertinent to our local community, the dance itself was pursued as a way of 
gaining attention17 and inspiring dialogue about how to end domestic violence. I 
mention this particular project because of how it integrated elements from both ends 
of the continuum in unexpected ways. 
As the sole student representative collaborating with a panel of faculty from 
departments including dance, women and gender studies, and theater, I was tasked 
with creating a dance that the entire campus could perform. I refer to this dance as 
pseudo-site specific because it had to work in three different locations, not just one, 
and none of them were on a proscenium stage. I had to create movement that could 
quickly adapt depending on the space, and I also needed to make sure it could be 
17 Dateline NBC filmed one of the performances. 
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easily performed in various sized groups depending on how many people showed up 
at each spot. I guess you could say this dance was site-unspecific, maybe even just 
site-intended. 
This particular dance however was not about performing for an audience, or 
even about being entertained; the goal here was to get as many people dancing as 
possible. We were hoping to dance together as one campus, moving for a cause that 
affects far too many people in the world. We were looking to raise awareness, to draw 
attention to something damaging that permeates our popular culture. Keep in mind it 
was the development of dance on the proscenium stage that distanced the participants 
from the observers, employing a hierarchy that labeled one as 'doer' and the other as 
'spectator' ,  and the goal of Brockport Breaks the Chain was for the observers to also 
be the dancers, where we there was an interchangeable relationship between the 
audience and the performers. 
This dance was also labeled a pseudo-flashmob. A flashmob is a dance that 
takes place in the middle of a crowded area. All of a sudden, a gathering of people 
who ten seconds ago appeared to have nothing in common, move in perfect unison to 
a song blasting from a hidden comer-this setting was more in line with what we 
were going for. Because the entire Brockport community was invited to participate, 
the dance was not actually happening upon anyone. Similarly, domestic violence does 
not just happen to people; it is an ongoing problem that infiltrates every aspect of a 
victim's life, social, economic, physical, etc. So in this context, the dance was a 
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flashmob. The important term to add to the definition however is spontaneity. 
Traditionally, flashmobs are seemingly spontaneous to their unassuming audiences. 
However, this event was not spontaneous, it was planned months in advance, to once 
again, foster a community in support of this important cause. 
The first step in making this site-intended piece was to create the movement. 
It was my job to ensure that all movers, regardless of their level could comfortably 
perform the entire dance. I found myself combining what I consider familiar moves, 
or what I coined "bad wedding dance moves" in a series of short phrases. I assigned 
names to each action as a way of helping people, namely non-trained dancers, to 
remember. Names such as 'The Breakdown',  'No-No', and 'The Stupid Move'.  Each 
move performed on the right was immediately performed to the left, and equal time 
spent on each phrase allowed for easy follow-along if necessary. Through the series 
of several rehearsals, or training sessions as we called them, I led hour-long meetings, 
where anyone on campus who was interested could come to learn the dance. I also 
made a training video that was posted on Y ouTube with verbal instructions that went 
along as you watched. 
We decided to perform to Aretha Franklin's Respect, utilizing a well-known 
song as a way of initiating a sense of community, but also dancing along to Franklin's 
lyrics that essentially describe valuing and respecting others. This song was perfect­
it is an instantly recognizable tune that people could easily extrapolate the lyrics to 
the affirming environment we were creating through dance. 
What was originally scheduled to be three performances, one in the Library, 
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one in the Student Union, and one in the lobby of another major hub on campus, the 
Tower of Fine Arts, momentum gained throughout the day and three performances 
eventually turned into five. As the dances continued to happen, the number of 
participants also continued to rise. 
Sonow w hat? 
Both of these projects taught me how performance norms are simply a 
variable to consider in the dance-making task. As I have continued thinking about 
context in dance performance, my attention has shifted away from the horizontal 
spectrum, to the various implications of organized bodies in space. I am now more 
interested in the many politics of dance on stage, as they are inherent in all 
performances regardless of the choreographer's intent. Said implications are a result 
of discrepancies between accepted social norms and what is performed on stage: 
gender roles, relationships between dancers, language and dialect, clothing, even 
proximity between bodies, all communicate a variety of connotations for the audience 
to decipher and make meaning from. 
Refer back to Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater's  performance on So You 
Think You Can Dance. Rather than perform one of the many duets between two men 
from the original version, the producers instead chose a section of two women and 
one man. I presume this was an intentional decision, but regardless, a heterosexual 
love triangle (choreographed by a homosexual man) was put on display. What does 
this communicate to the masses? I cannot help but wonder what the consequences 
would have been if Episodes was represented by two men supporting each other as 
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they aggressively moved through space? Why can gender norms fluctuate easier on 
the concert stage than commercial? What if one of the couples was biracial? What if 
one or more of the dancers was extremely overweight? 
While all of these elements contribute to the context, the meanings implied are 
entirely subjective. What is provocative or even offensive to one person may be 
entirely acceptable to another. More specifically, cultural sensitivities further 
demonstrate this point; what for example, does it mean to have women supporting 
men in a performance that takes place within a culture where women are hidden 
behind burkas? Is the choreographer responsible for considering such implications 
when building a new work? Or should audiences be expected to do research prior to 
the performance? Who holds the responsibility? As I have comfortably situated 
myself along the horizontal continuum, these are the questions I now consider. 
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